Robotic versus Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy: Case-Control Outcome Analysis and Surgical Resident Training Implications
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Abstract

Background

The robotic approach in surgery is becoming more widely used in many subspecialties. Robot-assisted laparoscopic procedures provide potential improvements in clinical outcomes due to improved visualization and enhanced surgical ergonomics. In this study, we measured and compared outcomes of robot-assisted laparoscopic cholecystectomy with the conventional laparoscopic technique, as well as the implications for the training of surgical residents.

Method

We compared a total of 244 patients undergoing minimally invasive cholecystectomies performed by one surgeon between July 2013 and June 2016 examining relevant clinical outcomes including operative room (OR) time, length of hospital stay (LOS), readmission to the hospital, post-operative emergency department (ED) visits, and post-operative pain between laparoscopic single-incision cholecystectomy and robot-assisted laparoscopic cholecystectomy. A chi-square test and Student’s t-test were used to compare these variables between the two groups. Propensity score matching (PSM) was used using gender, age, and body mass index (BMI) as variables.

Results

From the total number of procedures of 244, 144 were included in the laparoscopic group and 100 in the robot-assisted group. The robot-assisted patients had a shorter post-operative LOS (mean: 0.8 vs. 1.6 days; p = 0.002). There was no significant difference in the OR time (mean: 64.8 vs. 65.0 minutes; p = 0.945), readmissions (4.0% vs. 3.5%; p = 0.830), post-operative ED visits (7.0% vs. 7.6%; p = 0.851), or post-operative pain (13.0% vs. 21.3%; p= 0.137). Robotic cholecystectomy patients were younger (mean: 46 vs. 52 years; p = 0.023) and had lower BMIs (mean: 31 vs. 33; p = 0.038). Because of these differences, we compared the two groups using PSM that confirmed the shorter LOS in the robotic group (mean: 0.9 vs. 1.9; p = 0.009).

Conclusions

These results demonstrate that robotic cholecystectomies can reduce LOS for patients undergoing laparoscopic cholecystectomy, without increasing OR time. Increased surgeon experience with robotic procedures and improved OR efficiency will allow greater opportunities...
for resident participation. Robotic training curricula need to be employed and objectively evaluated to improve surgical resident skill acquisition and provide earlier and progressive clinical participation in robotic procedures.

**Introduction**

The robot-assisted approach is rapidly increasing in the performance of minimally invasive procedures in many surgical specialties including general surgery. As the robotic approach became more familiar to surgeons, progressively more procedures are being performed in this manner. Proponents of robotic surgery suggest that it provides better clinical outcomes than the conventional laparoscopic approach. This is based on factors such as improved dexterity provided by articulating instruments, augmented visualization with the implementation of three-dimensional viewing, improved stability and elimination of physiologic tremors, better cutting capabilities, and enhanced ergonomics, allowing for difficult surgical tasks to be performed safely with the use of smaller incisions [1,2].

Initial clinical studies of robot-assisted procedures focused on practicality and safety. There was less emphasis on other aspects of the clinical outcomes. Certain robotic procedures have already been shown to have better operative outcomes compared with open surgery in terms of length of hospital stay (LOS), complications and mortality, yet many studies comparing laparoscopic with robot-assisted surgeries have produced conflicting results in terms of clinical outcomes and cost-effectiveness [3-6]. Cholecystectomy is one of the most common procedures where the robot-assisted approach has been used. However, there are relatively few studies that compared clinical outcomes between laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) and robotic cholecystectomy (RC) [7].

With the current literature presenting mixed results of robot-assisted laparoscopic procedures, we reviewed our experience with RC and compared it with conventional LC in order to identify potential clinical benefits for this common surgical operation.

**Materials And Methods**

After obtaining approval from the university and hospital Institutional Review Boards, the clinical records of all patients operated upon by a single surgeon (M.G.) for cholecystectomy during a three-year period from 2013 to 2016 were reviewed. All patients aged 18 years or older who underwent laparoscopic or RC were included. Cholecystectomy performed in combination with other operative procedures were excluded. The total number of patients was 244, of whom 144 underwent conventional laparoscopic single-incision cholecystectomy and 100 underwent robot-assisted single-incision cholecystectomy. Data of the following variables were collected: operative time (OR; skin incision to skin closure), LOS, post-operative emergency department (ED) visits, readmission to the hospital, and post-operative pain. Post-operative pain was defined as any complaint of pain reported subjectively by the patient on post-operative visit documentation and quantified using a Likert single-dimensional scale.

There were significant differences in relevant patient characteristics between the two groups, with the robotic patients being six years younger and with a lower body mass index (BMI) (Table 1).
Therefore, we used propensity score matching (PSM) to create matched groups for statistical comparisons (Table 2) [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Laparoscopic (n = 144)</th>
<th>Robot-assisted (n = 100)</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female gender, % (n)</td>
<td>66% (94)</td>
<td>68% (67)</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean ± SD (n)</td>
<td>52 ± 19 (142)</td>
<td>46 ± 17 (99)</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, mean ± SD (n)</td>
<td>32.7 ± 7.9 (128)</td>
<td>30.6 ± 7.0 (97)</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: Patient Characteristics**
SD, standard deviation

We used binary logistic regression, with gender, age, and BMI as independent variables, to calculate the propensity score and predicted probability of having a robotic surgery. We matched each robotic surgery patient with an LC patient based on matching PSM predicted probabilities. The matching technique provided a total of 142 patients, with 71 in each group. After matching, we used chi-square and/or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate, to determine differences in the categorical variables of gender, readmission, post-operative ED visit, and the presence of post-operative pain. Quantitative data are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test to assess differences in continuous variables between the matched groups and a p-value of <0.05 as showing statistical significance.

**Table 2: Patient Characteristics after Propensity Score Matching**
SD, standard deviation

Results
A summary of the clinical outcomes of the two groups of patients before propensity matching is presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3: Clinical Outcomes

SD, standard deviation

Compared with conventional LC, RC was associated with a one-day shorter post-operative LOS (mean: 0.8 vs 1.6; p = 0.002). There were no significant differences seen in OR time, readmissions, post-operative ED visits, or the presence of post-operative pain. The mean number of opioid pills prescribed per person in the laparoscopic group was 31 pills and that in the robotic group was 15 pills. The most common type of opioid prescribed was hydrocodone/acetaminophen 7.5-325 mg followed by hydrocodone/acetaminophen 5-325 mg and then acetaminophen/codeine 300-30 mg. Clinical outcomes among the 142 patients following propensity matching are summarized in Table 4.

TABLE 4: Clinical Outcomes after Propensity Score Matching

SD, standard deviation

The advantageous difference in LOS was maintained with RC being associated with a one-day shorter post-operative LOS as compared with conventional LC (0.9 vs 1.9; p = 0.009). There were no significant differences in OR time, readmissions, post-operative ED visits, or post-operative pain between the two PSM matched groups.

Discussion
Robotic surgery is an established and evolving technology. Many institutions across North America have been using robotic systems such as the da Vinci system to perform various surgical procedures over the past 20 years [9]. With its popularity, many studies have been carried out to evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of this technology [1]. The benefits of robotic surgery include the ability to use instrumentation with dexterity, better visualization of the surgical field with the use of a three-dimensional view, eliminating tremors, and improved accuracy of cutting. With its many potential benefits, the use of robotics would have eclipsed the use of laparoscopic and open procedures. However, studies have shown mixed results as to whether robotic surgery is superior to other approaches. The high installment cost, the need for additional training, and the potentially increased operative time are negative observed drawbacks of the robotic approach [10,11].

Data on robotic surgeries cost and clinical outcomes are procedure-specific; therefore, robot-assisted outcomes have not shown consistent benefits, whereas other authors support robot-assisted over standard laparoscopy for cholecystectomies [4]. Salman et al. reviewed a national database and showed that robotic surgery had significantly shorter lengths of stay than open surgery and had lower charges than laparoscopic and open surgery [7]. The study found that robotic surgery had a lower mortality rate than non-robotic surgeries per 10,000 procedures. The overall cost was considered, including LOS, and robotic surgery appeared to be cost-effective and as safe as non-robotic surgery except in cholecystectomy and esophagogastric procedures [5]. Compared with the results of Kim et al. in 2014, which showed that most reported robotic surgeries have a longer operation time, this study showed less estimated blood loss, shorter LOS, lower complication and conversion rates, and comparable oncologic outcomes of robotic procedures compared with laparoscopic or open surgery [12].

A recent study by Hagen et al. in 2018 showed similar early post-operative clinical results when comparing robotic single-site cholecystectomy versus multiport LC but found a higher rate of re-operations and higher perioperative and long-term costs with robotic single-site cholecystectomy [15]. A meta-analysis comparing robotic with traditional minimally invasive surgery completed in 2016 showed a decrease in blood loss and transfusion rates. However, both techniques resulted in a similar LOS and 30-day overall complication rate [1].

Our study focused on the use of robot-assisted LC over conventional laparoscopy. Robotic procedures were found to be superior in one domain, LOS, but no significant difference in OR time. This could be due to patient selection for the robotic procedure and associated decreased operating times, with less severe or complex cases being performed robotically. It may also be due to the proficiency of the surgeon who has similar efficiency when performing either procedure. This suggests that with appropriate training for surgeons and operating room (OR) staff, there will be negligible differences in operating times between robotic procedures and LCs. This can be true in a training environment where surgical residents are involved in the procedure [14,15].

The beneficial difference of one day in the LOS for the robot-assisted approach is difficult to predict. The reduced LOS could reduce the risk of infection and hospital resource usage and cost [16]. However, cholecystectomy is now routinely performed as a same-day surgery except for inpatients who are admitted for other reasons. This impacts their LOS. The clinical impact of this advantage depends on the number and percentage of cholecystectomy procedures performed on inpatients in a particular institution.

When comparing the robotic approach with the conventional laparoscopic approach, studies have demonstrated that there is a possibility of patient harm due to machine system errors, video or imaging problems, electrical arcing, sparking, or instrumentation difficulties [17]. Within these studies, there were no intra-operative technical complications and no significant
differences for readmission or post-operative ED visits when comparing robotic-assisted LC with conventional LC. This suggests that robotic techniques for cholecystectomies have similar levels of safety as laparoscopic techniques.

The presence of post-operative pain was also evaluated in this study. The mean number of opioid pills prescribed per person was greater in the laparoscopic group (31 pills) as compared with the robotic group (15 pills). However, this probably reflects the temporal trends of prescribing fewer post-operative opioids following cholecystectomies, with more robotic procedures performed in the latter part of the study period.

Although our sample size is not large, the analysis involved a single surgeon, which eliminates the confounding variable of varying surgeon skill level. Patients were carefully selected when the robot was first used, contributing to the differences in BMI and age. However, when controlling for these variables through PSM matching, the robotic technique still demonstrated an improvement in reducing LOS. In the obese population, studies have shown that an RC is a safe approach. Mitko et al. showed that RC reduced LOS for obese patients with BMI above 30 kg/m², with no increased mortality or post-operative complications, except for increased incidence of retained common bile duct stones [18]. However, readmission for abdominal pain was six times less likely in the robotic group [16].

Another argument that supports the use of the robot-assisted approach is the need for residents’ training on robotic surgery in a teaching environment. The progressive integration of the robotics in multiple surgical procedures mandates earlier training for residents in this technology. A robotic training curriculum is a necessity of every surgery training program [19]. There is a large variation in the current content and structure of resident robotic training curricula, but they all include simulation, didactic sessions, system components and setup, and hands-on practice. The validity of simulation training in teaching fundamental robotic surgical skills and shortening the learning curve has been supported by major simulation companies such as Simulated Surgical Systems, Mimic Technologies Inc., Intuitive Surgical, and 3D Systems [19]. However, these curricula, unlike the standardized Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery course, have not been formally evaluated. Chen et al. suggested comparing the surgical training efficacy among these varying curricula to develop a standardized robot-assisted surgical curriculum for educational and credentialing purposes [19]. Virtual simulation is available for robotic training, which could also be beneficial.

An important question facing teaching institutions is how to balance OR time with adequate training of surgery residents in robotic surgery [20]. Longer operative time while teaching residents on the robot has been demonstrated by more than one study [21,22]. This is especially true when there is only one console for both the attending surgeon and the resident trainee. The delay resulting from switching roles and the longer time needed by the resident to perform tasks are significant and may impede the opportunities for the residence to develop their skills. Discussion and selection of the appropriate intra-operative tasks between the attending surgeon and the resident, determined before the start of the procedure and appropriate to the training level and individual skills, is a reasonable approach to overcome this challenge.

Robotic hands-on practice with two consoles is very convenient and practical, even more than what is possible with laparoscopic training. Shifting between the surgeon and residents’ roles and guidance of the residents with marking pointers on the same operative screen are much more efficient than switching positions and instruments in the laparoscopic approach. Using a second console allows more opportunities for attending surgeons to facilitate training and teaching more difficult operative tasks to trainees. Such options, added to the additional enabling features of the robotic platform, suggest that residents are more likely to progress faster in robotic surgery than in traditional laparoscopic training.
Another relevant training consideration is the transferability of skills between the robotic and laparoscopic approaches. Both sets of skills should be taught as the residency programs need to prepare graduating residents for real-life practice. Current practice and the need for robotic and laparoscopic skills are continuously and unpredictably evolving. There is a significant spectrum of technical skills that overlap between the two approaches. This overlap has not been adequately studied nor quantified. Programs usually start training using the available training opportunities in the laparoscopic arena and then transfer these skills in the robotic approach. However, we believe that training in robotic skills should begin in the first year of residency rather than reserving it to the senior years of training. Both the availability of robotic simulators with the teaching consoles and the increasing numbers of general surgical procedures being performed laparoscopically indicate that junior residents should start this training at the beginning of their training and become involved in clinical cases in a progressive manner.

Conclusions

RCs as compared with LC can reduce LOS and potentially associated hospital costs, without increasing OR time. Increased surgeon experience with robotic procedures and improved OR efficiency will allow greater opportunities for resident participation. Robotic training curricula need to be employed and objectively evaluated to improve surgical resident skill acquisition and provide earlier and progressive clinical participation in robotic procedures.
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